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Understand things by
making visualisations

Professional data journalist Difficult
Data

Deadlines

How can visualisation & infographics help to
communicate complex information?

Research is everything

Info designer
Make charts at school

Collected data about teachers who are ill

Make a story (I am not a designer)

Twitter: @fruys

Car accident

Everyone was fine

1st reaction
Take pictures

Get my sources

Making a movie of stuff what happened

Gather info in minutes

Send the movie to family and friends

Send to insurance company

Never seen something like this

Still in trial after four years

Visualisation doesn't always help

Data
about you

What is info
design?

The
infogasm

1 - It is all about
information and not
decoration

2 - Check your
sources

3 - Respect the
search of data
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audience
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the expert
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Who registered first?

All countries participated

Traveled
the
most

Beijing

Brasilia

Pretoria

M/f plane & car

Man and
women

Sweden 5 men & 4 women

Italians Men

Latvia Women

Hotel

Hilton

IBIS

Mercure

Novotel

Park Hotel

Languages Most English

French

Russian

Spanish

German

There is one who speaks all

Head of delegation

What is info
design?

The
infogasm

1 - It is all about
information and not
decoration
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sources
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search of data

4 - Keep focus
on the
audience

5 - Involve
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What is info
design?

Is it info design? More interesting than normal data

Chart adding extra info

Anne Frank
Foundation Existing situation

Everything showing what it is

You have to make choices
Focus on story you want to tell

Kill your darlings

Amsterdam,
day after
WOII war

Canadians arriving
Tense situations

SS shooting at people

Magazine (Vrij Nederland) needed a
map for a story

Made a map Dam square

Palace of queen

Added lots of details

Needed a more human
view (3D based)

Clearly took more time

Put in more effort

Were really excited

Created an animation of it

Tell a story independently
from platforms Important

Purpose?

What does the data looks like?

Best way to present it

The
infogasm

1 - It is all about
information and not
decoration

2 - Check your
sources

3 - Respect the
search of data
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on the
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What is info
design?

The
infogasm

Reif
Larsen

Novelist Wrote a book

Book: The selective works of TS Spivit

Added info graphics

Video about
infogasm

Http://youtu.be/4iN6zPbtfHs

Experience?

Intense way

See amazing piece of work

Spike of excitement

Yes I understand it

Do I understand it?

Layer: more meanings

Story gradually emerges

Processing info

Look at
visuals

Do they look nice?

Do you understand the info that is
communicated?

1 - It is all about
information and not
decoration

Lots of infographics

Social media

Exciting

Bright colours

Facebook
You have to guess

United Nations

United Nations diplomats parking
their cars in Manhattan & parking fine

Its about the image not story

Run again after 9/11 > empty
everyone stayed at HQ

Its about info & sharing

2 - Check your
sources

3 - Respect the
search of data

4 - Keep focus
on the
audience

5 - Involve
the expert

6 - Form follows
function

Q&A
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What is info
design?

The
infogasm

1 - It is all about
information and not
decoration

2 - Check your
sources

Don't forget
Its obvious

It is important

Need actual data

Example: An
Inconvenient Truth

Al Gore

First ever infographic movie

No data: therefore wrong info

In rush of deadline not real data usage

3 - Respect the
search of data

4 - Keep focus
on the
audience

5 - Involve
the expert

6 - Form follows
function

Q&A
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What is info
design?

The
infogasm

1 - It is all about
information and not
decoration

2 - Check your
sources

3 - Respect the
search of data

Visualisation fit in the image

Scope of journalist

Who

WhenTimeline

WhereMap

WhatCut away

HowProcess

How muchCharts

Which

Mix different questions

Who & wherePlot people on map

Where and whenTrack

Where and whatRest on map

How and where
Things connected in places

People once city to another

How much and whereLegend map

Structure of data reveals visualisation

Story magazine

National debt & interest rate

US, Japan and Greece (high up)

Could we remove white space

Leave it open, it tells the story!

4 - Keep focus
on the
audience

Reconstruction of Alphen aan
den Rijn shooting

Black car, shooting in mall, killed himself

Showing what happened

Reuse illustration to
visualise police &
ambulance

They had a different perspective

It's about people getting in the mall,
not the shooting

Same info, but different angle

5 - Involve
the expert

6 - Form follows
function

Q&A
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1 - It is all about
information and not
decoration

2 - Check your
sources

3 - Respect the
search of data

4 - Keep focus
on the
audience

5 - Involve
the expert

Process

Information designerDesign info

Art director

Communication agency

Marketing department

Content expert

Example

Example: Energy
Supply in Germany

Created an infographic

Get people together

Involve the expert

6 - Form follows
function

Netherlands
from above

Filming from a helicopter

Show things with data

Data of a
bird

Lazy
stork

GPS sender on his neck

Based on actual data

Stork flies after farmer

Uses train rails to get back to his nest

Reaches a top of 300 meters

Goes with 60 km's back to his nest

Flies 12 km's to reach a distance of 2 meters

See it: http://youtu.be/x2n9Q82ohkg

Data can be about fun stuff

Tiny little facts about life

Q&A

How can you
explain complex
matter L&R brain?

Ask as many questions as possible

Visualise

Is this what you are saying?

Prototyping?

Ask for feedback

Different types of thinker

Researcher

Everyone has an opinion
about something that is easy
to understandPeople give feedback on visualisation

Any ideas
To go to Bermudas?

Afraid all the good ideas would disappear
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